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a b s t r a c t 

Background and objective: Many developed and non-developed countries worldwide suffer from cancer- 

related fatal diseases. In particular, the rate of breast cancer in females increases daily, partially due to 

unawareness and undiagnosed at the early stages. A proper first breast cancer treatment can only be pro- 

vided by adequately detecting and classifying cancer during the very early stages of its development. The 

use of medical image analysis techniques and computer-aided diagnosis may help the acceleration and 

the automation of both cancer detection and classification by also training and aiding less experienced 

physicians. For large datasets of medical images, convolutional neural networks play a significant role in 

detecting and classifying cancer effectively. 

Methods: This article presents a novel computer-aided diagnosis method for breast cancer classification 

(both binary and multi-class), using a combination of deep neural networks (ResNet 18, ShuffleNet, and 

Inception-V3Net) and transfer learning on the BreakHis publicly available dataset. 

Results and conclusions: Our proposed method provides the best average accuracy for binary classification 

of benign or malignant cancer cases of 99.7%, 97.66%, and 96.94% for ResNet, InceptionV3Net, and Shuf- 

fleNet, respectively. Average accuracies for multi-class classification were 97.81%, 96.07%, and 95.79% for 

ResNet, Inception-V3Net, and ShuffleNet, respectively. 

© 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

The whole world is suffering from fatal diseases. According to 

he World Health Organization (WHO) [1] , cancer is the second 

eading cause of death. Specifically, female breast cancer is much 

igher in undeveloped countries than in developed ones. For ex- 

mple, in Pakistan, The rate of breast cancer diagnosed yearly is 

f 1.38 million patients, one third of whom die. Globally the death 
Abbreviations: DNN, Deep Neural Network; CAD, Computer-aided diagnosis; 

VM, Support Vector Machine; NB, Naive Bayes; CNN, Convolutional Neural Net- 

ork; DL, Deep Learning; ML, Machine Learning; BER, Bidirectional Encoder Repre- 

entations; AE, Adenosis; FA, Fibroadenoma; PT, Phyllodes Tumor; TA, Tubular Ade- 

oma; DC, Ductal Carcinoma; LC, Lobular Carcinoma; MC, Mucinous Carcinoma; PC, 

apillary Carcinoma. 
∗ Corresponding author. 

E-mail address: antonio.liotta@unibz.it (A. Liotta) . 
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ate due to cancer is 9.6 million [2] , with a survival rate of 1.7 mil-

ion [3] . 

Hence, it is vital to detect cancer and start treating it at its 

ery early stages; otherwise, cancer may spread to affect the whole 

reast or other body parts. Upon an accurate and effective diagno- 

is, a correct first treatment may increase the survival rate by up to 

0% in the case of breast cancer [1] . The lesions caused by breast

ancer are categorized as benign and malignant. Both categories 

ay be cancerous or noncancerous. For example, the abnormali- 

ies in the epithelial cells are due to benign lesions, but they are 

nable to grow further. Hence, these will not lead to breast cancer 

4] . On the other hand, malignant cells are considered dangerous 

ue to their irregular growth in the body and may be regarded as 

ancerous cells. It is currently challenging to correctly analyze and 

lassify benign and malignant lesions in microscopic images [5] . 

Many strategies can be adopted for the early diagnosis of breast 

ancer, including screening tests, self-internal feelings of distur- 
nder the CC BY-NC-ND license ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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l

l

ance, or visiting a nearby doctor. These strategies will diminish 

he pace of mortality and lift an opportunity for effective treat- 

ent [6] . Clinically speaking, many methods are being used by 

adiologists, such as mammography and biopsy, to detect breast 

ancer. Radiologists detect the initial cancer symptoms by taking 

ammography breast cancer images; indeed, a study confirmed 

hat images increase the survival rate [7] . 

Another approach used by pathologists is a biopsy. It collects a 

issue sample from the affected area of the breast and analyzes it 

hrough a microscope to detect and classify the tumor [8] . Hence, 

his method is considered proficient and precise for detecting and 

lassifying breast cancer. 

Previously some Science and Technology researchers have at- 

empted to detect breast cancer by examining and analyzing the 

ancer cells [9] . They classified the cancerous cells into benign 

nd malignant by performing the nuclei analysis and cell classi- 

cation [10] . In medical image processing, several sound-efficient 

lgorithms have been developed to correctly detect the area of in- 

erest and their classification [11] . However, there is still a need for 

 system or framework that may produce highly accurate breast 

ancer identification and classification results. Efficiency and accu- 

acy in medical diagnosis results are still an open challenge due to 

he performance degradation. In remote places, like tribal areas or 

here there is a lack of resources (i.e., unavailability of expert doc- 

ors and heavy-cost machinery), there is a need for a system that 

ay automatically suggest the type of the disease. As a result, the 

roper treatment may be started by the physicians. 

Technology is rapidly evolving in the field of medical diagno- 

is. Computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) has received great acceptance 

orldwide due to its outstanding results in terms of accuracy and 

fficiency. Artificial intelligence is significantly involved, particu- 

arly machine learning and deep learning. Thanks to the use of CAD 

oftware technologies, breast cancer images can be further classi- 

ed into benign and malignant lesions. Machine learning has many 

onventional classifiers such as Support Vector Machine (SVM), 

aive Bayes (NB), Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) etc. How- 

ver, CNN is one of the most remarkable classifiers due to its ac- 

uracy in terms of classification and feature extraction [12] . It per- 

orms the classification task based on pattern matching in the im- 

ges contained in large datasets [13] . Keeping in mind the complex 

ature of integrated systems, deep learning plays an extraordinary 

ole in medical image analysis. Indeed, for breast cancer classifi- 

ation, DL uses the concept of CNN, in which there are different 

ypes of layers included in the task of classification. To incorporate 

he CNN architecture, there is a need for many images to detect 

ancerous cells efficiently. There are different types of layers in- 

luded in the CNN architecture and the ones are known as input 

ayers, hidden layers, and output layers. Features may be obtained 

y the learning process of images with each other, which may be 

one on the hidden layers. The workflow and the architecture of 

NN are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 , respectively. 

Image features can be learned from the connected layers to 

lassify breast cancer images. In addition, features may be ex- 

racted automatically from images using pre-trained deep neural 

etworks (ResNet, Inception-V3Net and ShuffleNet) as performed 

n this research. 

The main contribution of the proposed method is to enhance 

he accuracy for binary classification of benign or malignant cancer 

ases by 99.7%, 97.66%, and 96.94% for ResNet, InceptionV3Net, and 

huffleNet, respectively. In addition, average accuracies for multi- 

lass classification were 97.81%, 96.07%, and 95.79% for ResNet, 

nception-V3Net, and ShuffleNet, respectively. This research has 

sed a most efficient computer-aided diagnosis technique to cor- 

ectly classify the breast cancer images into binary and multi- 

lasses. We achieved higher accuracies by using the combination 

f transfer learning and deep neural networks. 
2

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 high- 

ights the relevant literature related to the detection and classifi- 

ation of cancer, and Section 3 describes the methodology adopted 

y this study. Section 4 reports the experimental results obtained 

sing pre-trained deep neural networks for breast cancer classifi- 

ation. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5 . 

. Previous works 

The use of probabilistic neural networks and SVM has been 

dopted by George et al. to detect cell nuclei and breast can- 

er classification. Experiments were performed on the breast cy- 

ological images and the obtained results were compared by the 

esulting error rate, correct detection rate, sensitivity, and speci- 

city. They claim that the obtained results through their respective 

ethodology are much more effective and can be applied to multi- 

le datasets [9] . Sharma et al. presented a comprehensive study on 

reast cancer classification using conventional machine and deep 

earning (i.e., ML and DL, respectively) approaches. They extracted 

he image features based on color histogram and Haralick textures 

o classify them into benign and malignant lesions. The accuracies 

chieved by their proposed method were recorded between 93.25% 

nd 93.97% [14] . 

Chugh et al. presented a detailed survey on the use of ML and 

L applications to diagnose breast cancer. They thoroughly covered 

he literature survey and studies related to breast cancer classifi- 

ation. They also highlighted the attributes of these techniques in 

oth positive and negative aspects. The conclusions the authors of 

his study reached by encompassing the previous studies are that 

eep learning techniques are much more suitable in the classifi- 

ation task of breast cancer images when the datasets are more 

xtensive [15] . Houssein et al. presented a detailed and compre- 

ensive review on deep and machine learning techniques for med- 

cal imaging-based breast cancer detection and classification. They 

howed all the new applications used for medical diagnosis and 

he rapid involvement of deep and machine learning in the medi- 

al field [16] . 

Hamed et al. proposed using machine learning-based models in 

heir research work for the classification task of breast cancer. They 

laimed that the physicians’ average accuracy obtained in the de- 

ection and classification of breast cancer is around 79%, while the 

ccuracy obtained by their proposed model is 91% [17] . Tiwari et al. 

sed the Wisconsin Breast Cancer Dataset to classify breast can- 

er images having 569 samples and 30 features. The dataset was 

ollected from the Kaggle repository. They measured the efficiency 

f their work in terms of accuracy and precision. Their algorithms 

ere logistic regression, SVM, and K Nearest Neighbor, an artifi- 

ial neural network. They have used them separately to get the re- 

uired results. As a result, they achieved 99.3% maximum average 

ccuracy for the classification task of breast cancer images [18,19] . 

Ragab et al. proposed a multi-deep CNN for breast cancer clas- 

ification. They extracted the features from the images by using the 

re-trained deep neural networks. The SVM classifier further used 

he same features with different kernel functions. The authors of 

his research study further used the principal component analysis 

o reduce the feature vector. They claimed that their results were 

he highest after comparing with the other state-of-the-art CAD 

ystems [20] . Ashraf et al. presented an efficient technique for skin 

ancer classification using deep learning. For this purpose, they 

sed the real-time dataset collected from the DHQ Faisalabad, Pak- 

stan. They classified the skin cancer images into different types, 

uch as melanoma and non-melanoma. Their results demonstrated 

3.29% accuracy of classification [21] . 

Khan et al. used the concept of transfer learning and deep 

earning to classify the breast cancer images into benign and ma- 

ignant tumors. They extracted the features using GoogLeNet, VG- 
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Fig. 1. CNN workflow for breast cancer classification. 

Fig. 2. CNN layers architecture. 
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Net, and ResNet architectures pre-trained in practice. Further- 

ore, these features were added to the fully connected layers by 

ncorporating the average pooling concept. The total images they 

sed as a dataset in their work were 80 0 0 and from these im-

ges, the network was trained with 60 0 0 images and the remain- 

ng 20 0 0 images were used for testing. The maximum average ac- 

uracy achieved by their proposed method was recorded as 97.25% 

22] . In their research work, Khan et al. proposed using DCNN to 

lassify the human burnt skin images. The images contained in 

heir dataset were 450. They trained the network with 65% of im- 

ges while the accuracy was tested with the remaining 35%. As a 

esult, they achieved 79.4% accuracy in classifying the images [23] . 

n another work, they increased the dataset, which contained 600 

mages. The same technique was used for the segmentation and 

lassification of burnt human skin. 60% and 40% ratio was used for 

raining and testing the accuracy of the classifier. As a result, they 

chieved 83.4% accuracy in classifying the images [24] . 

Hameed et al. presented the ensembles of deep learning mod- 

ls to classify breast cancer images. They had taken the pre-trained 

GG16 and VGG19 architectures to train four different models. 

heir overall accuracy was 95.29% in classifying the breast cancer 

mages in different classes [25] . Gupta et al. classified the breast 

ancer images into malignant and non-malignant tumors using dif- 

erent supervised machine learning algorithms. Their algorithms 

ere k -Nearest Neighborhood, Logistic Regression, Decision Tree, 

andom Forest, and SVM. They also used the Adam Gradient De- 

cent Learning models and the accuracy was 98.24% [26] . 
3 
Murtaza et al. presented a comprehensive study to classify 

reast cancer images through deep learning and imaging tech- 

iques. They took 49 different research works published in journals 

nd conferences from 8 different repositories. They highlighted all 

he ML and DL algorithms used for different types of medical im- 

ge classification tasks, including breast cancer classification. They 

resented the ten open research challenges, including the auto- 

atic detection of breast cancer for new researchers [27] . Zhang 

t al. presented the clinical information of breast cancer patients 

y the use of Bidirectional Encoder Representations (BER). They 

ad further used the deep learning models to extract the attributes 

r features from the infected images of breast cancer patients. The 

ighest results achieved by their said techniques were recorded as 

6.73% [28] . Many studies have been done on image segmentation 

nd classification using machine learning [36-38]. 

Zheng et al. presented a mathematically implemented Deep 

earning assisted Efficient Adaboost Algorithm (DLAEABA) having 

he capabilities of advanced level of computations in their research 

ork for the detection and classification of breast cancer. They 

lso used some computer vision techniques as well. They also pre- 

ented a comparison by showing the experimental results having 

n accuracy of 97.2% [29] . Krithiga et al. presented an intuitive ap- 

roach with some fuzzy logic techniques properties to detect cell 

uclei. They used deep CNN for the segmentation and classification 

f breast cancer. Their proposed method was much more effective 

n terms of accuracy and less computational time. They used ten- 

old cross-validation method to check the accuracy of the classifi- 
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Fig. 3. Methodology workflow. 

Fig. 4. Benign lesion under all magnification factors. 
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ation work. The accuracy they showed in their proposed research 

ork was 98.62% [30] . 

The comprehensive literature survey in this section concludes 

hat there is a high accuracy lack of early detection of cancer using 

eep and transfer learning. From the cited literature it can clearly 

omplicated task due to non availability of resources or lack of 

xperienced and qualified specialists. A lot of work in this regard 

as already been done by the researchers belonging to the medical 

eld but there exists lack of accuracies in their findings. To over- 

ome these challenges we have tried to improve the way to cor- 

ectly classify the breast cancer images by incorporating the con- 

ept of deep learning as well as transfer learning so that diagnosis 

t the early stages of breast cancer may be done with high accura- 

ies and promising results. 

. Methodology 

This section describes the adopted methodology to classify 

reast cancer images into different categories. Binary and multi- 

lass classifications have been performed using pre-trained deep 

eural network models. A detailed methodology is shown in Fig. 3 . 
4

.1. Dataset collection 

The images have been collected from the Robotic Vision and 

maging Laboratory linked with the informatics department, Uni- 

ersity of Parana, Brazil [31] . There are available a vast number of 

mages related to cancer patients. The dataset is typically known as 

he Breast Cancer Histopathological imaging Database (BreakHis) 

nd has been obtained by filling out the online form available on 

he website of the vision laboratory. The total numbers of sam- 

les available are 7909 and have been collected from 82 differ- 

nt patients. The dataset used here in this research work has be- 

ign and malignant breast cancer images. All the available im- 

ges in the dataset have four different magnification factors, i.e., 

0 ×, 100 ×, 200 ×, and 400 ×. The quantity of benign and malig-

ant lesions in the dataset is 2480 and 5429, respectively. More- 

ver, benign images address four classes: Adenosis (AE), Fibroade- 

oma (FA), Phyllodes Tumor (PT), and Tubular Adenoma (TA). In 

he same way, malignant images address four classes: Ductal Car- 

inoma (DC), Lobular Carcinoma (LC), Mucinous Carcinoma (MC) 

nd Papillary Carcinoma (PC). Samples of benign and malignant le- 

ions under all magnification factors may be viewed in Figs. 4 and 

 , respectively. 
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Fig. 5. Malignant lesion under all magnification factors. 

Fig. 6. Infected breast image augmentation. 

Table 1 

Evaluation metrics. 

Sr. no. Metrics Mathematical expressions 

1 Accuracy T pos+ T neg / T pos+ F pos+ T neg+ F neg 

2 Precision (Predictive Value in Positive sense) T pos / T pos+ F pos 

3 Recall (Positive Rate) T pos / T pos+ F neg 

4 Specificity (Negative Rate) T neg / F pos+ neg

Table 2 

Classification results. B term is for binary, whereas MC represents multi-class condition. 

Pre-trained DNNs Accuracy Precision Sensitivity Specificity 

B MC B MC B MC B MC 

ResNet 99.7% 97.81% 99.59% 97.65% 97.53% 97.65% 97.8% 97.31% 

Inception-V3Net 97.66% 96.07% 97.64% 96.05% 97.64% 96.03% 97.59% 96% 

ShuffleNet 96.94% 95.79% 96.85% 95.70% 96.70% 95.70% 96.85% 95.5% 

3

t

B

m

h

c

e

d

a

p

q

M

t

i

t

.2. Pre-processing 

Pre-processing images is an essential task in any work related 

o medical image analysis. However, the images obtained from the 

rakeHis have different dimensions that may not fit the require- 

ents of pre-trained deep neural networks, which we have used 

ere in our research work for the classification purpose of breast 

ancer images. Thus, all the images have been passed through an 

diting phase to remove the noise, including the appearance of un- 
5 
esired traces and variations in the brightness or color of images 

nd resize them into a uniform size, as per the requirements of 

re-trained DNNs. To remove the noise in order to enhance the 

ualities of breast cancer images, two main filter has been used i.e. 

edian filter and gaussian filter. The main reason to use these fil- 

ers are their abilities to keep maintain the original image features 

.e. image edges and corners with their sharp structures remains 

he same. Herein, the image dimensions we used are 224 224 in 
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Fig. 7. Binary class classification performance. 

Fig. 8. Multi class classification performance. 
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oth ResNet18 and ShuffleNet, whereas we opted for a size of 299 

99 in the case of Inception-V3Net. 

.3. Data augmentation 

To correctly classify the breast cancer images into benign (resp., 

alignant) lesions, CNN needs massive data to learn its parame- 

ers. Data Augmentation is a standard benchmark or methodology 

o extend the data we take as a training data set [32] . Therefore,

ystem performance may be increased by using data augmentation. 

t also reduces redundancy and overfitting by arranging the dataset 

n a balanced manner [33] . Random reflection, multiple rotations, 

nd translations regarding horizontal or vertical aspects of breast 
6

ancer images may be considered with different techniques to aug- 

ent the data. Therefore, we performed the augmentation only on 

he training dataset instead of the testing one. 90 degree and 180 

egree rotations as well as flipping has been performed during im- 

ge augmentation process by maintaining the original image fea- 

ures. The size of augmented images has been reduced in order to 

nhance the accuracy as well as to speed up the process. A sample 

f data augmentation operations is shown in Fig. 6 . 

.4. Pre-defined DNNs training 

In medical imaging works, deep neural networks (DNNs) play a 

ignificant role as they can handle the complex nature of datasets. 
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Table 3 

Confusion matrix for ResNet (binary). 

Result Class C-I 182 10 99.96 

47.5% 2.2% 

C-II 8 188 99.4 

2.0% 48.5% 

99.97 99.43 99.7 

C-I C-II 

Target Class 

Table 4 

Confusion matrix for InceptionV3Net (binary). 

Result Class C-I 178 4 98.7 

47.4% 1.0% 

C-II 8 184 96.6 

2.0% 49.3% 

96.6 98.6 97.6 

C-I C-II 

Target Class 

Table 5 

Confusion matrix for ShuffleNet (binary). 

Result Class C-I 183 9 96.60 

48.9% 2.1% 

C-II 2 180 97.2 

0.7% 48.5% 

96.59 97.3 96.94 

C-I C-II 

Target Class 
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 characteristic of DNNs is to learn the features robustly from 

mages so that classification may be accomplished efficiently. We 

ave used three pre-trained and defined DNN classifiers, that are 

esNet, Inception-V3Net and ShuffleNet. All of them are CNNs, on 

hich training has been done by using more than two million im- 

ges from the Image net database and more than two thousand 

ategories can be predicted by the image classification [34] . 

Our used DNNs such as ResNet 18, ShuffleNet, and Inception- 

3Net have 18, 48, and 50 hidden layers can accomodate breast 

ancer images of different input sizes. These DNNs may also be 

eveloped using directed acyclic graphs. The concept of transfer 

earning has also been incorporated to classify breast cancer im- 

ges with these DNNs. The main advantage of using the concept of 

ransfer learning is to boost the classification process and reduces 

he time to complete the task. 

.5. Breast cancer images classification 

Breast cancer image classification may be done by using two 

ifferent kinds of approaches that are imaging-based or patient- 

ased [35] . On the one hand, in an imaging-based approach, the 

ata in the form of images may only be collected from a specific 

ancer patient that may be used further for training and testing 

urposes. On the other hand, a patient-based approach is a general 

pproach in which imaging data of different patients may come 

nder consideration for the training and testing purpose. 

We have opted for the imaging-based technique because of the 

ptimistic results obtained by using this approach. As we have dis- 

ussed in the previous section that our used DNN’s have multiple 

idden layers to receive the input images of breast cancer in differ- 

nt sizes, so the extraction of different image properties may got 

asiness to correctly classify the images into the different classes of 

ancer. The BrakeHis dataset has been used in this research work 

nd the images have been collected randomly, i.e., 65% of images 

ere used for training and the remaining 35% images were used 

or testing purposes considering all the parameters. 

.6. Testing and evaluation 

Testing and evaluation are the necessary matrices to determine 

he success rate of classifiers used herein to classify breast cancer 

mages. We have expressed the success rate of pre-trained DNNs 

n terms of accuracy, precision, sensitivity and specificity. In ad- 

ition, there will be different sets of observations and predictions 

ypically referred to as true positive, true negative, false positive, 

nd false negative. Using these metrics, all the measurements to 

etermine the success rate is computed and these metrics may are 

hown in Table 1 . 

Eq. (1) computes the convolutional layers at different stages 

 (i, j) = 

∑ 

k = 1 f 

(∑ 

l = 1 f input(i + k − 1 , j + l − 1) kernel (k, l ) 
)

(1) 

here i = 1 , 2 , . . . , m − f + 1 and j = 1 , 2 , . . . , n − f + 1 . 

. Results 

This section explains the experimental results derived for breast 

ancer classification using three pre-trained DNNs and transfer 

earning. The experiments have been done on the publicly avail- 

ble BrakeHis dataset consisting of 7909 images derived from the 

iagnoses of 82 patients and are further sub-categorized into be- 

ign and malignant lesions. Furthermore, some images have also 

een collected from the Punjab Institute of Nuclear Medicine and 

adiotherapy (PINUM), Faisalabad, for experimentation purposes. 

mplementation has been made in the Python framework. Binary 
7 
nd multi-class classification results in the calculated form are dis- 

layed in Table 2 . Binary and multi-class classification results in 

raphical form are shown in Figs. 7 and 8 , respectively. 

As shown in Table 2 , the ResNet DNNs provide the maximum 

verage accuracy among other DNNs for both binary and multi- 

lass classification. In addition, all eight sub-classes of malignant 

esions have also been classified in multi-class classification. These 

re the highest results compared to the state-of-the-art studies, as 

hown in Fig. 9 . 

Binary class classification results using all the matrices are 

hown in Fig. 7 . In addition, multi-class classification results using 

ll the matrices have also been presented graphically by consider- 

ng the magnifications 100 × and 200 ×, respectively, as shown in 

ig. 8 . ResNet DNN provides the maximum average accuracies in 

oth aspects of binary as well as multi-class classification and may 

e viewed in their graphical representations. 

Some studies applied deep learning models to diagnostics of 

reast cancer disease utilizing genuine histopathological images 

rom the BreakHis dataset. The vast majority of the past investiga- 

ions focused on binary classification, but some studies also con- 

idered multi-class classification. All of the related studies used 

ifferent pre-trained deep neural networks. 

In this study, we applied three pre-trained (incorporating 

he concept of transfer learning) neural networks (i.e., ResNet18, 

nception-V3Net, and ShuffleNet) in image-based binary classifica- 

ion (i.e., benign or malignant) and multi-class classification (eight 

lasses) on real images from openly accessible BreakHis dataset. A 

omparison with state-of-the-art techniques is shown in Fig. 9 . 

In terms of binary classification, confusion matrices for all the 

re-trained DNNs such as ResNet, InceptionV3Net and ShuffleNet 

sed here in this task may be viewed in Tables 3–5 , respectively. 

imilarly, confusion matrices in multi-class classification for all the 

re-trained DNNs such as ResNet, InceptionV3Net and ShuffleNet 

sed here in this task may be viewed in Tables 6–8 , respectively. 

In light of the results displayed in Table 6 , ResNet among all 

he pre-trained DNNs provides the maximum classification results 

nd is further followed by InceptionV3 Net and ShuffleNet results. 
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Fig. 9. Comparison with state of the art techniques. 

Table 6 

Confusion matrix for ResNet (multi-class). 

Result Class C-I 32 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 97.4 

11.8% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 

C-II 0 33 0 1 0 1 0 0 98.17 

0.0% 12.1% 0.0% 0.4% 0.0% 0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 

C-III 0 0 31 1 0 1 0 0 98.15 

0.0% 0.0% 11.4% 0.4% 0.0% 0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 

C-IV 0 0 0 33 0 1 0 1 98.17 

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 12.1% 0.0% 0.4% 0.0% 0.4% 

C-V 0 0 0 0 33 1 0 1 98.17 

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 12.1% 0.4% 0.0% 0.4% 

C-VI 1 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 97.5 

0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 11.8% 0.0% 0.0% 

C-VII 1 1 1 0 0 0 33 0 98.6 

0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 12.7% 0.0% 

C-VIII 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 32 96.5 

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.4% 0.% 0.0% 11.8% 

97.4 98.17 98.15 98.17 98.17 97.5 98.5 96.5 97.81 

C-I C-II C-III C-IV C-V C-VI C-VII C-VIII 

Target Class 

Table 7 

Confusion matrix for InceptionV3Net (multi-class). 

Result Class C-I 31 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 97.4 

11.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.4% 0.0% 0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 

C-II 0 33 0 1 0 1 0 3 97.99 

0.0% 12.5% 0.0% 0.4% 0.0% 0.4% 0.0% 1.1% 

C-III 0 0 32 1 0 1 0 0 91.895 

0.0% 0.0% 12.1% 0.4% 0.0% 0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 

C-IV 0 0 0 33 0 1 0 1 91.895 

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 12.5% 0.0% 0.4% 0.0% 0.4% 

C-V 0 0 3 0 33 1 0 1 100 

0.0% 0.0% 1.1% 0.0% 12.5% 0.4% 0.0% 0.4% 

C-VI 1 0 0 0 0 32 0 0 97.98 

0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 11.8% 0.0% 0.0% 

C-VII 1 1 1 0 0 0 32 0 95.93 

0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 11.8% 0.0% 

C-VIII 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 33 97.99 

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.4% 0.% 0.0% 12.5% 

100 94.89 97.99 91.895 91.895 97.99 95.92 97.99 96.07 

C-I C-II C-III C-IV C-V C-VI C-VII C-VIII 

Target Class 

8 
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Table 8 

Confusion matrix for ShuffleNet (multi-class). 

Result Class C-I 33 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 96.94 

12.1% 0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 

C-II 0 33 0 1 0 1 0 0 95.78 

0.0% 12.1% 0.0% 0.4% 0.0% 0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 

C-III 0 0 31 1 0 1 1 0 96.84 

0.0% 0.0% 11.4% 0.4% 0.0% 0.4% 0.4% 0.0% 

C-IV 0 1 0 32 0 1 0 1 95.70 

0.0% 0.4% 0.0% 11.8% 0.0% 0.4% 0.0% 0.4% 

C-V 0 0 0 0 30 1 0 0 96.70 

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 11.0% 0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 

C-VI 1 0 0 2 0 31 0 0 95.72 

0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.7% 0.0% 11.4% 0.0% 0.0% 

C-VII 1 1 1 0 0 0 31 0 96.86 

0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 11.4% 0.0% 

C-VIII 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 32 91.8 

0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.4% 0.% 0.0% 11.8% 

96.94 95.79 96.85 95.70 96.70 95.70 96.85 91.8 95.79 

C-I C-II C-III C-IV C-V C-VI C-VII C-VIII 

Target Class 
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[

onfusion matrices for all the eight classes have been derived and 

ested as well and has been considered in both cases of classi- 

cation such as binary and multi class classifications. Number of 

mages in each case is different for testing purpose and from the 

entioned confusion matrices all obtained results may be viewed 

n a brief manner. 

. Conclusion and future works 

This paper presented a computer-aided diagnosis for breast 

ancer image classification by using deep neural networks and 

ransfer learning. The publicly available breast cancer images by 

rakeHis have been used, consisting of 7909 images derived from 

he diagnoses of 82 different patients. Different image magnifica- 

ion factors were considered, along with the data augmentation 

echniques to boost the classification process. Three DNNs were 

sed to classify breast cancer images by applying the imaging- 

ased method. In addition, 65% of images were used for training 

urposes and the remaining 35% were used for testing purposes. 

erformance evaluation was based on different matrices such as 

ccuracy, precision, sensitivity, and specificity. We found ResNet to 

e the most accurate and efficient classifier by proving the maxi- 

um average accuracies between 97.81% and 99.70% for binary and 

ulti-class classification. 

In the future, we plan to incorporate more robust datasets or 

atient-based image datasets to extend our model’s functionality 

nd aim to improve breast cancer detection accuracy further. We 

re additionally intending to stretch out our framework to make 

t equipped for handling more complex datasets to diagnose the 

reast cancer images with higher accuracies by keeping in views 

he state of the art techniques. 
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